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Abstract—Cloud Computing allows us to abstract distributed, elastic IT resources behind an interface that promotes scalability and dynamic resource allocation. The boundary of this cloud sits outside the application and the hardware that hosts it. For the end user, a web application deployed on a cloud is presented no differently to a web application deployed on a stand-alone web server. This model works well for web applications but fails to cater for distributed applications containing components that execute both locally for the user and remotely using non-local resources.

This research proposes extending the concept of the cloud to encompass not only server-farm resources but all resources accessible by the user. This brings the resources of the home PC and personal mobile devices into the cloud and promotes the deployment of highly-distributed component based applications with fat user interfaces. This promotes the use of the Internet itself as a platform. We compare this to the standard Web 2.0 approach and show the benefits that deploying fat-client component based systems provide over classic web applications. We also describe the benefits that expanding the cloud provides to component migration and resources utilisation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A key aspect of Cloud Computing in the web application space is that the user is abstracted away from the elastic resources and distributed communication which occurs within the cloud [1]. This abstraction allows companies to dynamically expand, contract and migrate their computation and storage tasks between various distributed nodes, without the user experiencing any disruption. With the rise of Web 2.0, fully-fledged "web applications" that replace classic fat-client PC applications are increasing in popularity [2]. This move has given rise to highly complex web browsers requiring plugins and extensions to support dynamic, interactive user interfaces. Such user interfaces have always been available to fat-client applications without this level of complexity. This increase in web browser complexity can be tied back to the rise in security incidents related to web browser functionality [3].

This research presents the idea of extending the boundary of the cloud to encompass not only server resources but all the resources available to the user. The user interface into applications deployed on the cloud no longer needs to be a web browser. Instead, a fat-client style component with full migration and persistence support provides the user interface. This component then communicates back to other components deployed in the cloud to provide application features such as data storage and computational functions.

The remainder of this paper firstly reviews the current problems in the Web 2.0 and cloud computing space in section II. A high-level concept is then presented in section III detailing extension of the boundaries of the cloud aimed at component-based application architecture, as opposed to classic Web 2.0 web deployments. Future work in this field is then detailed for further discussion in section IV.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The sheer number of reported security issues [4] that relate to the current generation of web browsers bodes the question, "Why are web browsers so insecure?". Web browsers, like the Internet itself, have evolved greatly over the past 20 years from their original roots in the academic community to global deployment for the everyday user. At its core, web browser technology is still built on a client-server architecture where often unauthenticated content is requested by the user and executed on the clients. Security has always been added on as an after-thought to the design. The Internet, and as such web browsers, were never designed to be secure from the ground up [5], hence as we try and abuse the web browser architecture by requiring it to achieve more and more tasks in a Web 2.0 world, the problems are potentially being made worse.

While browser rewrites from the ground up [6] are attempting to address some of the concerns, they fail to address the key issue that the purpose of a web browser is to allow the user to download and execute a wide range of unauthenticated content from insecure sources. As the dynamic nature of this content increases the security implications also increase.

The following proposed system moves away from the current web application design and instead suggests the deployment of component-based applications on the Internet.
using an extended version of the Cloud Computing concept to provide an execution environment.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

This research proposes a new design for deploying applications on the Internet. By designing applications according to a component-based architecture we can treat the Web itself as a distributed platform for execution. Take for example a simple personal calendar application. Such an application can be composed of a user interface component and a data storage component. By extending the concept of the cloud to encompass all computing resources available to the user the data storage component can execute either within its own environment (i.e. a remote server farm) or on a local server managed by the user themselves. An abstracted execution environment allows this data storage component to migrate to a remote server farm at a later date if the user wished to offload the storage management. Inversely, the user-interface component can migrate between resources managed by the user. With the appropriate runtime extraction the user-interface is able to migrate from the user’s desktop to their mobile device, and back again, without losing state. The ability to store data either locally or remotely in a transparent fashion will greatly help address issues raised in our previous work in personal data storage on the Internet [7].

While such distributed systems have previously been built on middleware layers [8] and virtual machines [9], we propose to instead implement the required enhancements at the Operating System level. Using well documented APIs this leaves the host-specific implementation up to the operating system vendor. A byte-code style layer allows code execution across multiple hardware platforms, in much the same way as Java and .NET currently abstract their compilation.

Only some of these benefits can be achieved using existing systems such as Service Orientated Architectures (SOA). While SOA addresses some of the concerns presented, it was not designed to treat the Internet as an execution platform. As such, it does not offer such features as component migration made available by our proposed extensions.

IV. FUTURE WORK

Research into this field is currently being undertaken from the following aspects by the Distributed Computing Research Group at the University of Newcastle.

1) Investigation into a common byte-code layer which allows cross-platform code execution while allowing operating system vendors to implement the system hyper-calls in a hardware specific fashion

2) Development of an extended Enterprise Service Bus architecture for component communication within the expanded cloud which can cater for mobile and distributed components executing both within server farms and remotely in the user’s environment

3) Security design from the ground-up that promotes digitally signing each component-to-component call to allow the authorisation of all content executed by the user

4) A dynamic component library approach to software deployment that will provide the same level-of-service currently offered by SAAS [10] solutions

5) Design patterns for building systems based on component architectures with distributed communication methods
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